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 Why Is My Marriage Struggling?  
 Luke 6:43-49 
 

A. It was an enormous privilege to have Mike and Janelle Bradshaw here with us last week.  Their 
eagerness to serve was inspiring (along with Mike’s parents).  Thank you for blessing them! 

 
B. I showed you the clip for a couple of reasons (not so you do a surprise wedding). 

 
1. It captures the way one fruitful family went about the process of marriage.  We can learn from 

their example. 
 

2. I thought you would enjoy seeing a love story.   
 

C. Everyone enjoys romance and a good love story.  When romance is in the air, everyone seems to enjoy 
hanging around for a whiff. 

 
1. Couples (one man and one woman) usually begin well.  Love abounds. 

 
2. Somewhere along the way, sometimes - not always, things begin to unravel.  The birds no longer 

sing, perhaps arguments set in, distance develops, the pain can be overwhelming.  
 

3. The love once felt and experienced is gone.   
 
I. What is the solution?  To be certain, the solution is not found in tossing in the towel and obtaining a 

$179 no-fault divorce.  Neither is it acceptable for misery to endure. 
 

A. The title of this message is Why is My Marriage Struggling? 
 

1. Happily, not every marriage here is struggling right now.  Some are.  More importantly, we who 
are married have all been there.  We may even some day visit again. 

 
B. You will hear many voices attempting to answer this one important question.  Why is my marriage 

struggling?  Or, same idea put differently, why do people do the things they do? 
 

1. Why does my spouse do the things she does?  Why do I do the things I do? 
 

2. I’m going to quote several of these voices to you.  They may come from books you have read 
and appreciated.  I will not be criticizing the authors personally (they want to help). 

 
3. I will attempt to examine their teaching against the Bible, God’s Word. 

 
C. I would encourage you to look for two things as you peruse material about marriage. 

 
1. Is God necessary (do we need grace)? 

 
2. Does the gospel matter (is the standard doable)?   
 

II. Before checking out the many voices, let’s see what Jesus has to about why people do the things they 
do from the text. 

 
A. A tree, says Jesus, is known by its fruit.  This is perfectly obvious. 

 
1. Why do people do the things people do?  Jesus says our behavior proceeds from our heart. 
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2. Jesus does not mean the physical muscle called the heart.  He means we do the things we do 
because of the inner person. 

 
The synonym the Bible most often uses for the inner being is the heart.  It encompasses all the other 
terms and functions used to describe the inner person (spirit, soul, mind, emotions, will, etc.).  These 
other terms do not describe something different from the heart.  Rather, they are aspects of it, parts or 
functions of the inner person.  The heart is the “real” you.  It is the essential core of who you are.  Paul 
Tripp in Instruments in the Hands of the Redeemer p 59 

 
B. In the first metaphor found in the text, Christ compares people to fruit trees.   

 
1. Fruit equals behavior. 

 
2. The roots of the tree (unseen) equal the heart. 

 
3. Jesus teaches we are responsible for our behavior because our behavior comes from that which 

is inside of us.  Not that which is outside of us! 
 

C. In the second metaphor, Jesus describes how we produce good and evil.  It is because of the type of 
treasure in our heart, whether good or evil. 

 
1. This cuts against our fallen instincts.  It may even offend us. 

 
2. Our instincts tell us God is tolerant (He is holy), that people are basically good (we are not), and 

that by our good works we can satisfy God (we cannot). 
 

D. The Bible affirms this teaching (the heart is our problem) again and again.   
 

1. We must experience a change of heart. 
 

John 3:3 ESV Jesus answered him [Nicodemus], Truly, Truly, I say to you, unless one is born again he 
cannot see the kingdom of God. 

 
2. This is because we are not good. 

 
Romans 3:10-12 ESV As it is written: None is righteous, no, not one; [11] no one understands; no one seeks 
God.  All have turned aside; together they have become worthless; no one does good, not even one.  

 
3. As Christians, the power of sin is cancelled, but the war against sin remains.  We do not yet have 

the final victory.  One Scripture says this conclusively: 
 

Galations 5:16 ESV But I say, walk by the spirit, and you will not gratify the desires of the flesh. 
James 4:1-2a, 8 ESV What causes quarrels and what causes fights among you?  Is it not this, that your 
passions (pleasures) are at war within you? [2]You desire and do not have, so you murder.  You covet 
and cannot obtain, so you fight and quarrel... [7] Submit yourselves to God.  Resist the devil, and he will 
flee from you. [8] Draw near to God, and he will draw near to you.  

 
E. Why is my marriage struggling? 

 
1. Because of the response of your heart.  Your marriage is struggling because you are struggling.  

The problem is in you, it is in me. 
 

2. That is great news, because it means by God’s grace we can repent. 
 

3. No one, no thing, no problem, can separate you from the love of God in Jesus Christ, therefore, 
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you can be a fruitful Christian in every circumstance. 
 
III. In the many voices you hear speaking about marriage, very few will identify the heart as the problem.  

Most place the problem elsewhere.  It is usually anywhere but your responsibility. 
 

Though the Bible has much to say about the heart, few Christian books on marriage and family, 
communication, conflict resolution, or even discipleship focus on it.  Paul Tripp in Instruments in the 
Hands of the Redeemer p 65 

 
Most popular Christian materials that address the topic of marriage (at least in my reading experience), 
exhibit a woefully deficient theology.  Of greatest concern is the way these materials treat the gospel.  
C.J. Mahaney in Pastoral Leadership for Manhood and Womanhood p 191  

 
A. The Scriptures warn us about looking away from Christ for answers. 

 
Colossians 2:8 ESV See to it that no one takes you captive by philosophy and empty deceit, according 
to human tradition, according to the elemental spirits of the world, and not according to Christ. 

 
2 Timothy 4:3-4 ESV For the time is coming when people will not endure sound [healthy] teaching, but 
having itching ears they will accumulate for themselves teachers to suit their own passions, [4] and will 
turn away from listening to the truth and wander off into myths. 

 
B. How do the many voices answer the question: Why is my marriage struggling?  I’ve tried to choose from 

the most popular sources in the body of Christ.  7 different voices: 
 

1. My emotional love tank has not been filled. 
 

Could it be that deep inside hurting couples exists an invisible “emotional love tank” with its gauge on 
empty?  Could the misbehavior, withdrawal, harsh words, and even critical spirit occur because of that 
empty tank?  If we could fill it, could the marriage be reborn?  Could that tank be the key that makes 
marriage work?  Gary Chapman in Five Love Languages p 23 

 
Ex: Beth recently counseled with a friend whose small group is going through this book at this 

moment. 
 

· My marriage is struggling because my spouse hasn’t loved me enough in my favorite way 
(physical affection, acts of service, affirming words, quality time, and gifts). 

2. I do not know how to read my spouse (you will see yourself in these books).  
 

This book has been so helpful to so many people because it simply helps us to correctly interpret the 
situation...  When we correctly interpret the situation it is never as bad as we thought.   John Gray in the 
Introduction to the paperback edition of Men are from Mars, Women are from Venus p xxii  

 
· Friends, the point Jesus makes is that it is far worse than we think.  The solution is 

simpler than we tend to think, but the sin that results is very serious.  
 

3. My emotional needs aren’t met (“need” language is dangerous to the Christian). 
 

You can have a happy marriage if you learn to: Become aware of each other’s emotional needs and 
learn to meet them.  His Needs, Her Needs by Willard Harley Jr.  

 
· Men need sexual fulfillment, recreational companionship, an attractive wife, peace and 

quiet, and admiration (sign me up). 
 

· Woman need affection, conversation, honesty and openness, financial security, and family 
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commitment (sign Beth up). 
 

Ex: Good things, but when we crave them, don’t get them, and sin, that is the essence of 
idolatry.   

 
· Just because the New Testament says wives respect you husbands does not mean 

husbands need respect.  We husbands cannot sin when respect is lacking.  Rather, it is in 
the best interests of wives that they learn to respect (or, encouragement). 

 
4. Low self-esteem which reveals your emotional hot spots. 

 
Why do we respond so immediately and passionately when our spouse says certain things?  The most 
common reason is that our self-esteem has been threatened by our spouse’s comments... [The 
comments touch] emotional hot spots.  All of us have them.  Like the dentist pick that touches an 
exposed nerve, and the whole mind and body respond defensively.  This is not a reasoned response 
but an involuntary response.  We didn’t know it was going to happen until it has happened.  We are 
sometimes surprised ourselves that we were so defensive.  These emotional hot spots are directly tied 
to our self-esteem and find their root in our personal histories... All of us have these emotional hot spots 
and they are usually related to our self-worth, self-esteem, or self-image.  Our particular hot spots are 
largely determined by our past emotional experience, especially the relationship with our parents and 
others in early childhood.  Gary Chapman in Covenant Marriage p 128, 129 & 130 

 
· Note the comparison to a dentist touching a nerve.  Are you responsible?  No.  When we 

sin, are we responsible?  A thousands times yes.   
 

5. My past makes me sin. 
 

Another question that helps uncover the roots of defensiveness is, What happened to my childhood or 
adolescence that may be related to my present defensive reactions?  If your defensive reaction is 
extremely strong, it is almost always rooted in childhood or adolescent experiences... Emotional roots to 
defensive behavior can be discovered by almost any individual who is willing to spend some time 
reflecting upon his / her history.   Gary Chapman in Covenant Marriage p 140-141   
 

· Our past plays a role in who we are.  It is most profitable to examine the recent incident 
and discover what idols you crave.  Where was your worship?   

 
6. God is not for me (or, the opposite, God is punishing me). 

 
· If you are a child of God, He is working for His glory and your very best.  Your situation is 

custom designed by His hand for your good. 
 

· As you reflect upon God seeing your marriage, what does God think?    
 

7. Powers and principalities are arrayed against my marriage. 
 

· Yes they are, but they only have the ability to bring temptation your way.  Unless you are 
possessed by demons (yes they exist), they cannot control you.   

 
1 Corinthians 10:13-14 ESV No temptation has overtaken you that is not common to man. God is 
faithful, and he will not let you be tempted beyond your ability, but with the temptation he will also 
provide the way of escape, that you may be able to endure it. [14] Therefore, my beloved, flee from 
idolatry.   

 
Close 
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A. Why is my marriage struggling (when it does)?  Why do we do the things we do? 
 

1. The answer is that our hearts are active and craving, they are not passive. 
 

B. How do we repent and change?  The text has a third metaphor. 
 

1. Jesus asks a simple, yet very profound, question.   
 

Luke 6:46 ESV Why do you call me Lord, Lord, and not do what I tell you? 
 

C. Jesus then tells us three things: 
 

1. Come to me. 
 

Ex: 3 lies dominate our time.  1) God is tolerant 2) People are basically good 3) We become 
acceptable based on what we do.  No, we must come to Christ.  We cannot change 
ourselves. 

 
2. Hear my words. 

 
3. Do them. 

 
D. That is the only sure foundation for your life.  Other things and other persons will from time to time, fail 

you.  God never fails.  He always satisfies if we follow Him by faith joyfully.  
 

Deut 28:47-48 ESV Because you did not serve the LORD your God with joyfulness and gladness of 
heart, because of the abundance of all things, [48] therefore you shall serve your enemies whom the 
LORD will send against you, in hunger and thirst, in nakedness, and lacking everything.  
 

 
 
 


